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Abstract— This paper presents a robot-assisted system to
obtain elastic information of a moving tissue using a 2-D
ultrasound probe actuated by a 6 degrees of freedom robotic
arm. The proposed method combines ultrasound image-based
visual servoing, force control and non-rigid motion estimation.
We present how the motion estimation, while the force control
and visual sevoing are enabled, is useful to compute the strain
map of the tissue. Ex-vivo experiments performed on a moving
abdominal phantom demonstrate the efficiency and robustness
of this methodology to compute the strain information of a
tissue in motion.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most frequently used medical imaging modality

for patient examinations is ultrasound (US). It offers a

wide variety of advantages such as portability, low cost and

real-time image acquisition capability that is essential for

robotized tele-echography [1]. Using the ultrasound, elastic

information about the tissue can be computed by elastog-

raphy. This process is performed by applying a mechanical

compression with an ultrasound probe [2] or by measuring

the propagation of a compressional wave (shear wave). The

most common approach is based on mechanical compression

of the tissue with the ultrasound probe. Elastography requires

information acquired from the ultrasound transducer (also

referred as ultrasound probe) as images (b-mode) or radio-

frequency (RF) signals in at least two continuous states, pre-

and post-compression. These two states are related to the

external mechanical compression applied with the probe on

the tissue and are used to estimate a strain map (elastogram).

In a previous work, we proposed a palpation assistant system

for ultrasound elastography that automatically moves a 2-D

ultrasound probe to maintain the visibility of a stiff tissue

of interest at the center of the field of view (FOV) [3].

In this previous work, a control system was proposed to

combine three tasks: i) force control to generate the pre- and

post-compression states required for the online elastogram

estimation, ii) automatic centering of a stiff tissue target

of interest that is tracked from the elastogram and iii)

teleoperation of the orientation of the ultrasound probe in

order to allow exploration of the stiff tissue targeted by

the user. This system requires a processing step to segment

and compute the centroid of the stiff tissue which is then

automatically centered in the image by visual servoing.
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The proposed approach showed good performance under

small perturbations of the system, since it was designed

for motionless tissues. However, this approach failled in

case of a moving tissue since perturbation motion generates

large noises in the estimated elastogram. In this paper, our

main objective is therefore to provide a solution that allows

the strain map estimation of a moving tissue that was not

possible with our previous work [3]. To address this issue,

we propose a new robotic solution for elastogram estimation

from b-mode images provided by a 2-D ultrasound probe. It

is based on the use of a tissue deformation tracking algorithm

and an automatic 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) compensation

of the perturbation motion by ultrasound visual servoing

using dense information.

Tracking deformable tissues has been studied in several

works. For example, in heart surgery, the surface of a beating

heart was tracked in stereoscopic images using a thin-plate

spline deformation model [4]. Similar methodology was

presented to track the deformation applied to a soft tissue

phantom from 3D ultrasound images [5]. In this latter work a

3-D non-rigid tracking algorithm based on a thin-plate spline

3-D deformation model was considered and a visual servoing

scheme was designed to automatically move the ultrasound

probe to compensate the rigid motion components of the

tissue. Recently, an approach based on a mass-spring-damper

model combined with the dense information contained in a

sequence of ultrasound 3D images was proposed to track the

deformation of soft tissues [6].

Very few investigations have been undertaken regarding

the use of ultrasound elastography in robot-assisted proce-

dures. These works are related to the field of laparoscopy.

For example, a snake-like robot was presented in [7], where a

micro ultrasound probe attached at the distal part of the robot

was used to find hard lesions by palpation motion. The da

Vinci surgical robot (Intuitive Surgical Inc.) was also used to

obtain elastic information of a tissue of interest by controlling

the motion of a laparoscopic 2-D ultrasound probe [8]. Using

a similar framework, in [9] a mechanical vibrator placed on

the skin of the patient was proposed instead of controlling

the motion of the ultrasound probe. However, none of these

works were applied to obtain the strain information of a

moving tissue which is a challenging issue.

In this paper we propose to exploit the capabilities of

non-rigid motion estimation in 2-D ultrasound images to

estimate the displacement map required to compute the tissue

strain map. For this, we consider the intensity changes in the

ultrasound images due to the force applied by the probe.

Moreover, in order to allow strain map estimation of a



moving tissue, we propose in our approach to perform an

automatic motion compensation using an ultrasound image-

based visual servoing that synchronizes the probe and tissue

motions during the strain map estimation process.

The proposed approach is detailed in section II. We present

first the non-rigid motion estimation of the soft tissue, then

the robot control based on ultrasound visual servoing that

allows the probe motion synchronization with moving soft

tissue, and the process to obtain the elastogram. In section

III, we present and discuss the results obtained from first

ex-vivo experiments performed on an abdominal phantom.

II. METHOD

Fig. 1: Proposed methodology to obtain the strain map of a moving tissue.
This diagram shows the steps to estimate the elastogram for two ROIs
in the ultrasound images It and Ic. These images are the reference and
current images respectively. w(Ic) represents the image Ic with a non-
rigid transformation (w) applied in the motion estimation to reduce the
absolute difference with It. [U,V] are the lateral and axial displacement
maps computed between Ic and It after the motion estimation. Symbol &
indicates a logic AND operator.

In this section, we propose a system to estimate the

elastogram of a moving tissue. Fig 1 shows the workflow

of our proposed method. The main problem produced by a

moving object is the generation of noises in the elastogram,

due to the introduction of non-axial motion. Our system

combines ultrasound dense visual servoing, force control and

non-rigid motion estimation to compute the elastogram of

moving tissue. In the next subsections we describe every

block of the methodology featured in Fig 1.

A. Motion estimation of a deformable tissue

Due to the nature of soft tissue to be highly deformable,

we propose to use a dense non-rigid motion estimation in 2-

D to track the soft tissue deformation in a region of interest

(ROI) of the 2D image under mechanical compression. The

goal of this process is to estimate the deformation parameters

p of an initial image template (ROI) It ∈ R
m×n composed

of N pixels relative to a region extracted from the current

image Ic that is transformed with a warp function w:

p̂ = argmin
p

N−1∑

k=0

E(It(xk), Ic(w(xk,p))) (1)

where w(x,p) warps the image point x using the parameters

p and E is a dissimilarity function.

In many image processing cases the sum of squared

differences (SSD) of the pixel intensities is used as function

E due to the low computational cost. The SSD lacks of

robustness to the change in image intensity which is a

common occurrence when the ultrasound probe is moving.

Therefore, we propose to use the sum of conditional variance

(SCV) [10] which is robust to global illumination changes,

and it is expressed as follows:

SCV (p) =

N−1∑

k=0

[
Ît(xk)− Ic(w(xk,p))

]2
(2)

where Ît is the image intensity adaptation of the template

relative to the image intensity conditions in the current

warped image Ic(w(x,p)). The image template adaptation

is performed through the expectation operator E as Ît =
E(Ic(w(x,p))|It(x)). Thus, the adaptation of every gray

level for the reference It is,

Ît(x) =
L−1∑

i=0

i
pItIc(i, j)

pIt(j)
(3)

where L is the gray level for the template image It and

current image Ic. pIt is the probability density function of

It and pItIc is the joint probability density function of It
and Ic. These functions are computed as follows:

pItIc(i, j) = pItIc(Ic(w(x,p)) = i, It(x) = j) (4)

=
1

N

N−1∑

k=0

δ(Ic(w(xk,p))− i)δ(It(xk)− j)

pIt(i) =

L−1∑

i=0

pItIc(i, j) (5)

where δ is a Dirac delta function such as δ(u) = 1 ⇔ u = 0.

We solved this non-linear optimization by using the inverse

scheme presented in [11]. In this case the aim is to align

the template It on a transformation of the current image Ic
using the increment of warp parameter ∆̂pl as:

∆̂pl = argmin
∆pl

N−1∑

k=0

[
Ît(w(xk,∆pl))− Icl(w(xk,pl))

]2

(6)

where l is the iteration number of the iterative optimization

process and the update rule is expressed as:

w(x,pl+1) = w(w−1(x,∆pl),pl) (7)

This iterative process ends when SCV is minimum or when

l has reached Nit (maximum number of iterations). The

optimization of (6) is then expressed as:

∆̂pl = −J+(∆p)
[
Ît − w(Icl ,p)

]
(8)

where J(∆p) is the Jacobian matrix associated to SCV (∆p)
and + is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix. Ît and

Icl are the vectors containing every pixel in the images Ît
and Icl respectively. The Jacobian J(∆p) can be defined as:

J(∆p) = ∇Ic
∂w

∂∆p
(9)

where ∇Ic is the gradient of the image Ic.

Deformable motion estimation depends on the selection of



the warping function w. We chose the thin-plate splines

(TPS) function which has been used for dense image tracking

in [12] and [13]. TPS warping function is a combination of an

affine transformation and deformation parameters as follows:

w(x,p) =

(
a0 a1
a3 a4

)
x+

(
a2
a5

)
+

Nc−1∑

k=0

(
κk
x

κk
y

)
φ(d(x, ck))

(10)

where Nc is the number of control points c, κk
x and κk

y are

the weights of each k control point along the x and y axes

respectively. φ is the thin-plate kernel defined as φ(x) =

x2 log(x)
2 and d(x,y) is the euclidean distance between the

points x and y. The parameter vector of the warping function

p of dimension 2Nc + 6 is expressed as:

p⊤ =
(
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 κ⊤

x κ⊤
y

)
(11)

where the first six parameters are the parameters of the

affine transformation. κx and κy are vectors (Nc elements)

containing the weights κk
x and κk

y respectively.

Once we selected the ROI, we define the control points

position c inside the ROI that are initially distributed in an

equidistant grid. For more details about the warping function

w refer to [12], [13]. The optimization requires the Jacobian

of w which can be obtained as:

∂w

∂∆p
=

(
JA Jκ

)
(12)

where:

JA =

(
x y 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 x y 1

)
∈ R

2×6,

Jκ =

(
φ 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 φ

)
∈ R

2×2Nc ,

φ =
(
φ(d(x, c0)) · · · φ(d(x, cNc−1))

)
,

x and y are the pixel coordinates in the image It.

We have described the motion estimation process we

implemented in our system. However, we need to maintain

the position of the ROI stable even when the tissue is moving.

This can cause motions not only in-plane but also out-of-

plane as emphasized in [14] (see Fig. 2a). This tissue motion

can be compensated by controlling the motion of a 2-D US

probe using the intensity-based ultrasound visual servoing

presented in [15].

B. 6-DOF motion compensation by dense visual servoing

We propose to use a similar visual servoing approach to

the one presented in [15] to control a robotic arm holding

the probe in order to automatically compensate the relative

non-axial motions between the probe and the moving tissue

of interest to analyse. These non-axial motions correspond

to one lateral and one rotational motions in the US plane and

one lateral and two rotational motions out of the US plane

(see Fig. 2a).

In [15], a visual servoing method that uses the intensity

information of the pixels inside a ROI has demonstrated the

feasibility to control the 6 DOF of a 2-D ultrasound probe for

compensating both in-plane and out-of-plane rigid motions.

However, in this previous work the tissue was assumed

rigid without considering deformation due to internal physi-

ological motion or the presence of mechanical compression,

which is our case during the elastogram estimation process.

Therefore, we propose to improve the method of [15] by

using the non-rigid motion estimation algorithm presented

in section II.A to deal with the soft tissue deformations.

We briefly recall the principle of the ultrasound dense visual

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) Possible motions with a 2-D US probe. (b) Cartesian reference
frames attached to the 6-DOF robotic arm.

servoing approach [15]. The aim is to control the probe

velocity v = [vx vy vz ωx ωy ωz]
⊤ where the three

first elements correspond to the translational velocity and the

three last elements to the angular velocity expressed in the

frame Fcp (see Fig. 2b). The visual features vector, s, used

for this scheme contains the intensities of the pixels inside

a ROI such as:

sI = (I1,1, . . . , Im,n) (13)

where Iu,v is the intensity in gray level for the 2-D pixel

coordinates (u, v) in the US image. The interaction matrix

that relates the variation of the pixel intensity to the probe

velocity v, such that Iu,v = LIu,v
v, is given by:

LIu,v
=

[
∇Ix ∇Iy ∇Iz y∇Iz −x∇Iz (x∇Iy − y∇Ix)

]

(14)

where ∇Iu,v = [∇Ix ∇Iy ∇Iz] corresponds to the 3-D

image gradient associated with the pixel (u, v). The three

components, ∇Ix =
∂Iu,v

∂x
, ∇Iy =

∂Iu,v

∂y
and ∇Iz =

∂Iu,v

∂z

are obtained with 3-D derivative filters, as performed in [15],

applied to a thin volume composed of 5 parallel slices

captured by moving the probe during an initial procedure

before launching the visual servoing. The values of x and y

are the metric coordinates of the pixel (u, v) in the image

obtained from the intrinsic parameters of the probe:
(
x

y

)
=

(
sx(u− ucp)
sy(v − vcp)

)
(15)

where (sx, sy) are the pixel width and height and (ucp, vcp)
are the pixel coordinates of the origin of the contact point

frame, Fcp, in the ultrasound 2-D image. The definition of

the interaction matrix in (14) is related to one pixel. The

interaction matrix Ls ∈ R
mn×6 that associates the intensity



variation of all the pixels in the ROI (visual features) to the

probe velocity v is then obtained by stacking all the m× n

interaction matrices LIu,v
for every pixel as:

Ls =
(
LI1,1 . . . LIm,n

)⊤
(16)

In order to automatically compensate the moving tissue,

we define the visual error as es = swI − s∗I , and we

establish the desired visual error variation as ė∗s = −λses
with λs being the visual control gain. Unlike [15], here

swI = Ic(w(x,p)) is the current image warped with the

TPS warping function using the current parameters p. This

major improvement allows the visual servoing approach to

be robust to the presence of the non-rigid motion induced by

the tissue deformation. The desired pixel intensities vector is

s∗I = (It1,1 , . . . , Itm,n
). Then, the control law for the motion

of the probe is provided by:

vs = L+
s ė

∗

s. (17)

C. Force control

In order to obtain the pre- and post-compression states

of the tissue, we propose to apply a varying force along

the axial direction of the ultrasound probe at the contact

frame Fcp (see Fig 2b) by using a force control scheme.

The robotic arm that is used in our work is equipped with a

6-axes force/torque sensor providing a tensor measurement

H
f

f in the force sensor frame Ff . To measure the interaction

force between the probe and the tissue expressed in the

contact frame Fcp, we have to consider the probe mass

mp in order to compensate the gravity force tensor Hg g =
[0 0 9.81mp 0 0 0]⊤. The force tensor applied to the

tissue can then be expressed in the frame Fcp as follows:

Hcp
cp = F

cp
f

(
H

f
f − Ff g Hg g

)
(18)

where Ff g and F
cp

f are transformation matrices from the

gravity frame Fg to the frame Ff and from the frame Ff to

the frame Fcp respectively.

Since our goal is to control only the force com-

ponent along the y-axis (axial direction) of the probe,

we define the feature vector to be regulated as sf =
[0 1 0 0 0 0] Hcp

cp. In order to apply a continuous

compression motion, we propose to apply the following

desired varying force that is based on a sinusoidal function:

Fd(τ) =
∆F

2

[
sin

(
(4τ − T )π

2T

)
+ 1

]
+ F0, (19)

where τ is the discrete sample iteration number and ∆F

is the amplitude of the sinusoidal function. T is the period

of the curve expressed in sample time and F0 is the initial

force. Then, the desired feature vector can be defined as

s∗f = [0 Fd(τ) 0 0 0 0], and the error to minimize

is ef = sf − s∗f , with an exponential decrease of ef .

The desired variation of the error is defined as ė∗f =
−λfef with λf being the force control gain. The change of

the force feature through time can be expressed as ṡf = Lfv,

where Lf = [0 K 0 0 0 0] is an approximation of

the interaction matrix related to the force feature with K

being an estimation of the contact stiffness between the probe

and the tissue. Therefore, we define the control law for the

oscillatory motion of the ultrasound probe along the y-axis

as:

vf = L+
f ė

∗

f . (20)

D. Control fusion

In order to fuse the automatic motion compensation by

visual servoing and the force control, we can define a

control law for the probe velocity v using the redundancy

control framework [16]. We use the force control law as the

highest priority task remaining as in equation (17). Then, the

secondary task, visual servoing, is expressed as:

vs = (LsPf )
+(ė∗s − Lsvf ) (21)

where Pf = I− L+
f Lf is the projector operator onto the

null space of Lf . I is the identity matrix of size 6.

Finally, the general control law that allows to control the

6-DOF of the probe is given from (20) and (21) as:

v = vf + vs (22)

E. Strain estimation

Strain estimation is a process that depends of the motion

estimation of the elements contained in the ROI to obtain an

elastogram. From the non-rigid motion estimation presented

in section II.A, we can obtain the displacement maps U(x, y)
and V (x, y) (lateral and axial directions respectively). Let

define x′ = w(x,p) as the corresponding coordinate of

x after the tissue deformation. For every x we have a

displacement vector D(x) = x′ − x. Then, we can obtain

U(x) and V (x) as the lateral and axial components of the

displacement vector D(x) (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Displacement map obtained from the deformation of the ROI. x

and x′ represent respectively the coordinates of one pixel in It and its new
coordinates in the current image Ic after tissue deformation. D(x) is the
vector displacement from x to x′.

Assuming that we have at least a grid of 3 × 3 control

points, then the elastogram ε(x, y) can be computed as in [3]

by convolving a least-squared (LSQ) strain filter with the

axial displacement map V (x, y). We chose the strain filter

presented in [17] that is defined as:

g(k) = ξ(k)
[
1 −k+1

2

] [1 2 . . . k

1 1 . . . 1

]
(23)

where ξ(k) = 12
k(k2−1) and k is the number of elements of

the filter.

The elastogram ε(x, y) is the output of the proposed sys-

tem. We present in the next section the obtained experimental

results.



III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We perform experiments using a 6-DOF robot Viper s850

(Adept Technology Inc., USA) equipped with a force/torque

sensor ATI Gamma 65-SI FT connected to a National In-

strument NI DAQmx PCI-6220 board. We also attached to

the robot end-effector a convex ultrasound probe (Analogic

Corporation 4DC7-3/40) in 2-D mode. The ultrasound probe

was plugged in a SonixTouch ultrasound scanner, which was

sending the images to a client running on a workstation (Intel

Xeon CPU @2.1 GHz) that performs all the imaging process,

control law computation and communication with the robot.

The images from the scanner were sent to the workstation

at the rate of ∼40 FPS (frames per second). Force control

was performed at higher frequency (200 Hz). We developed

a C++ software with a graphical user interface (GUI), and

we used ViSP [18] for the communication with the robot.

The experiments were performed on an ABDFAN ul-

trasound phantom (Kyoto Kagaku Co., Japan) simulating

the abdomen of a body. Fig. 5a shows a picture of the

experimental setup. Now, we describe the complete process

for one experiment. Initially, the probe was positioned above

the phantom without contact. Then, through the GUI, we

enabled the force control without oscillation (F0 =5 N and

∆F =0 N), and we can see that the measured force value

reaches the desired force in the strip (light gray background)

of the plot in the Fig. 4c.

Once we have selected a ROI in the ultrasound image,

a grid of 5×5 control points is placed inside the ROI

as shown in Fig 5e, and the oscillatory force variation is

activated (∆F =2 N) with the soft tissue motion estimation

process. The strain map is estimated and displayed in real

time (see Fig. 5i). Then, a thin volume composed of five

parallel ultrasound images is acquired to obtain the 3D

image gradient (during the period of time with light gray

background in Fig 4a) just before launching the automatic

soft tissue motion compensation by visual servoing. The

curves in the Fig. 4 show the evolution through time of

the experiment, where we manually apply to the abdominal

phantom small and large motions to test the robustness of

the system to perturbation motions. Some states during the

temporal evolution of the experiment are shown in Fig. 5,

where we can observe in the first row (images (a) to (d))

the kind of manual motion applied to the phantom that was

automatically compensated by the visual servoing. In the

same figure, we show for every state the corresponding b-

mode image with the grid of control points (images (e) to

(h)) and the resulting strain maps (images (i) to (l)). The

color representation of the strain maps indicates in red soft

tissue and in white the hard tissue. We can easily observe

in the brightest region of the obtained strain maps that a

hard tissue target corresponding to an artificial cyst always

remains visible in the center of the elastogram even when

the phantom is moving.

Fig. 6 shows three elastograms obtained under different

conditions. In Fig. 6a, the strain map has been estimated

using only oscillatory force control without the automatic
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Fig. 4: Evolution through time of the reference experiment. (a) to (d)
show the curves of the velocities, measured force and visual error during
the experiment.

motion compensation when the phantom was motionless.

We can see that the cyst is very visible as opposed to

the elastogram presented in Fig. 6b where a perturbation

motion was applied to the phantom without activating the

automatic compensation by visual servoing. It is clear that in

this case the elastogram estimation is perturbed and can not

provide any useful information. Fig. 6c shows the obtained

elastogram when the phantom is moving and the automatic

motion compensation by visual servoing is activated. This

last test demonstrates the efficiency of our approach since

the cyst is very visible and similar to the case where the

phantom was motionless.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented a new approach to obtain the elastogram

of a moving tissue. Our method is based on three main

parts. First, a robust non-rigid motion estimation based on

dense information that allows the tracking of a ROI under

compression. Second, a dense visual servoing approach that

automatically moves the ultrasound probe to compensate

the in-plane and out-of-plane motion of a moving tissue.

Third, a force control that applies the oscillatory compression

required for the strain estimation process. Preliminary ex-

vivo results have demonstrated the feasibility to estimate

the strain map of a moving tissue. Future work will consist

in validating this new elastography approach with in-vivo

conditions.
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(a) Initial state (b) Rotation along y-axis (c) Perturbation at the bottom of
the phantom

(d) Perturbation at one side of the
phantom

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 5: Perturbations introduced to the phantom. (a) to (d) show some of the states during the experiment. (e) to (h) show the b-mode images with the
current control positions. (i) to (l) show the strain maps for every state.

Fig. 6: Strain maps obtained under the following conditions: (a) Oscillatory
force control active, no perturbation motion applied. (b) Out-of-plane
perturbation motion applied and motion compensation disabled. (c) Out-
of-plane perturbation motion applied and motion compensation activated.
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